Step 8: Element dof maps Met : Simplified limited case

A simplified pseudo code looks like: ecdof = 1 dof counter for element
for en = 1: neNodes number of element nodes
gn = LEM(en) global node number for element node en
for endof = 1: ndofpn This number is fixed now, e.g., 2 for 2D trusses
dofMap(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(endof).pos
gndof = endof, we bypass some steps here
ecdof = ecdof + 1 increment counter
end
end
Two major simplifications are:
number of dof per node is fixed for all nodes.
gndof = endof: That is dof number endof of node en of element is the same dof in
its corresponding global node. For example U1 in trusses is always 1st dof for
element nodes and 1st for global nodes as well.
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Step 9: Set element dofs ae : Simplified limited case

Similar to steps 1, 2, and 8, step 9 can be greatly simplified if we assume all nodes share
exactly the same set of dofs.
Noting ndpn (ndofpn) = Number of dof. per node, simplified merged steps 8 & 9 are:
dofs = zeros(nedof) element dofs (edof) resized to number of element dofs and zeroed
ecdof = 1 dof counter for element
for en = 1: neNodes number of element nodes
gn = LEM(en) global node number for element node en
for endof = 1: ndofpn This number is fixed now, e.g., 2 for 2D trusses
if (node(gn).dof(endof).p == true) gndof = endof, we bypass some steps here
dofs(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(endof).value; e dof val = corresponding global val
end
dofMap(ecdof) = node(gn).dof(endof).pos
ecdof = ecdof + 1 increment counter
end
end
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Step 11: Assembly from local to global system
K and F (global stiffness and force) are already sized and set to zero.
Element level (local) stiffness and force is calculated (Step 10).
Element local to global dof Met is already set (Step 8).
Using dof map, we assemble local values to global values.
Clearly, only free dofs are added to stiffness matrix and force vector.
Element dof values (dofs: ae is also set (Step 9).
e = ke ae may not need to be formed and can be directly added to f e .
fD
e
for e = 1:ne loop over elements
fee = feo element total force = element all forces except essential force
for i = 1:nedof loop over rows of ke; nedof = element # dof
I = dofMap(i) local to global dof map Met
if (I > 0) I corresponds to a free dof, we skip prescribed dofs
for j = 1:nedof loop over columns of ke
J = dofMap(j) global dof corresponding to j
if (J > 0) now both I and J are free and can add ke(i,j) to global K
K(I, J) = K(I, J) + ke(i, j)
e = ke ae to f e
else J < 0, prescribed dof j; add contributions of fD
e
fee(i) = fee(i) - ke(i, j) * edofs(j) edofs: element dofs = ae
end
end
F(I) = F(I) + fee(i)element’s total force fee component i’th is computed→added to F(I)
end
end
end
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